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Abstract
XML [7], which is emerging as an important standard
for data exchange on the World-Wide Web, highlights
the importance of semistructured data. Although the
XML standard itself does not require any schema or
type system, a number of proposals [6, 17, 19] have
been developed that roughly correspond to data deni-
tion languages. These allow one to constrain the struc-
ture of XML data by imposing a schema on it. These
and other proposals also advocate the need for integrity
constraints, another form of constraints that should, for
example, be capable of expressing inclusion constraints
and inverse relationships. The latter have recently been
studied as path constraints in the context of semistruc-
tured data [4, 9]. It is likely that future XML proposals
will involve both forms of constraints, and it is there-
fore appropriate to understand the interaction between
them.
This paper investigates that interaction. In partic-
ular it studies constraint implication problems, which
are important both in understanding the semantics of
type/constraint systems and in query optimization. A
number of results on path constraint implication are es-
tablished in the presence and absence of type systems.
These results demonstrate that adding a type system
may in some cases simplify reasoning about path con-
straints and in other cases make it harder. For example,
it is shown that there is a path constraint implication
problem that is decidable in PTIME in the untyped con-
text, but that becomes undecidable when a type system
is added. On the other hand, there is an implication
problem that is undecidable in the untyped context,
but becomes not only decidable in cubic time but also
nitely axiomatizable when a type system is imposed.
1 Introduction
Among the numerous proposals for adding structure or
semantics to XML documents [7], several [6, 17, 18, 19]
advocate the need for integrity constraints. However,
concrete proposals for constraint systems have yet to be
developed. Whether such constraints will be specied
as extensions to existing type systems such as XML-
Data [19], SOX [17], DCD [6], or whether they will
be added as independent constructs, is not yet clear,
and, in all probability, they will be added in both ways.
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XLink [21], for example, is independent of any type sys-
tem and can express simple co-reference constraints. It
is therefore appropriate to study constraints and type
systems separately and to understand their interaction.
Integrity constraints for semistructured data were
originally studied as path constraints in [4]. While these
constraints could specify inclusions between paths, they
were not expressive enough to capture, say, inverse con-
straints. Extensions were studied in [9] to overcome this
limitation. The central technical problem investigated
in these papers has been the question of constraint im-
plication: given that certain constraints are known to
hold, does it follow that some other constraint is nec-
essarily satised? A number of decidability and unde-
cidability results were established in these papers for
semistructured data, i.e., data unconstrained by any
type system or schema. In this paper, we extend the
work reported in [9] by investigating the interaction be-
tween type systems and constraint systems. An inter-
esting result presented here is that adding a type system
may in some cases simplify the analysis of path con-
straint implication and in other cases make it harder.
On the one hand, we exhibit an implication problem
associated with path constraints that is undecidable in
the context of semistructured data, but that becomes
decidable in cubic-time when a (restricted) type sys-
tem is added. On the other hand, we give an example
of a constraint implication problem that is decidable
in PTIME in the untyped context, but that becomes
undecidable when a (generic) type system is imposed.
The practical interest of these implication problems is
addressed in Section 2.
An example. To cast the problem concretely, the
structure represented in Figure 1 describes an XML
document. It is an example of semistructured data and
could be expressed in a number of other data formats.
In semistructured data models, data is represented as a
rooted, edge-labeled, directed graph [1, 8]. In Figure 1,
vertices denote XML elements, and edges emanating
from those nodes indicate attributes and relationships
with other elements. For example, an edge labeled book
from the root node r connects to a node representing a
book element. This book node may have several author
edges connected to person nodes, and ref edges con-
nected to other book nodes. It may also have edges
labeled with ISBN, title and year.
Typical path constraints on this graph describe an
inverse relationship between author and wrote. This
can be expressed as:
8x (book(r; x)! 8 y (author(x; y)! wrote(y; x)))
8x (person(r; x)! 8 y (wrote(x; y)! author(y; x)))
1
author author author author
ref
yearname SSN age
book
title ISBN ISBN
person book person
wrote wrote wrote wrote
book
ISBNSSN titlename
r
title
Figure 1: Representation of an XML document
Here r is a constant denoting the root of the graph,
variables x and y range over vertices, and the predicates
denote edge labels. A path in the graph is a sequence of
edge labels, which can be expressed as a formula (x; y)
denoting that  is a sequence of edge labels from vertex
x to y. For example, book  author(r; x) is a path from
root r to some vertex x in Figure 1. The rst constraint
above states that for any book node x and any y, if x
has an author edge connected to y, then y must have
a wrote edge connected to x. Similarly, the second
constraint states that for any person node x and any y,
if x has a wrote edge connected to y, then y must have
an author edge connected to x.
Note that we have introduced these constraints be-
fore any mention of a type system. These are the kind
of constraints that have been studied in [4, 9].
In addition we may also want to impose a type on the
document. For example, a type specied in XML-Data
[19] would be:
<elementType id = "book">
<attribute name="author" range="#person"/>
<attribute name="ref" range="#book"/>
<element type="#ISBN"/>
<element type="#title"/>
<element type="#year" occurs="optional"/>
</elementType>
<elementType id = "person">
<attribute name="wrote" range= "#book"/>
<element type="#SSN"/>
<element type="#name"/>
<element type="#age" occurs="optional"/>
</elementType>
<elementType id = "title">
<string/>
</elementType>
...
This type species that a book node must have a title
edge connected to a string node, its author and ref
edges must connect to person and book nodes respec-
tively, etc.
Types also constrain the data, but in a very dierent
fashion. We are therefore interested in the interaction
between these two forms of constraints.
Word and path constraints. A class of constraints,
called word constraints , was introduced and studied in
[4]. Referring to Figure 1, typical word constraints are:
8x (book  author(r; x)! person(r; x))
8x (person  wrote(r; x)! book(r; x))
8x (book  ref(r; x)! book(r; x))
Suppose Figure 1 represents a bibliography database at
University of Pennsylvania. Let us refer to this database
as Penn-bib. Abusing object-oriented database terms,
the word constraints above assert that an author of
a book in Penn-bib must be in the database \extent"
of person in Penn-bib, a book written by a person in
Penn-bib must occur in Penn-bib \extent" of book, etc.
These are typical integrity constraints and were called
extent constraints in [9]. It was shown in [4] that in
the context of semistructured data, the implication and
nite implication problems for word constraints are de-
cidable in PTIME.
The class of path constraints studied in [9], P
c
, is
a mild generalization of word constraints. The inverse
constraints above are in P
c
but are not word constraints.
As another example, consider Penn-bib again. This
database may have links to external resources, such as
bibliography databases at MIT and Warner. Call them
MIT-bib andWarner-bib, respectively. These databases
can be viewed as components of Penn-bib, and there-
fore, are called local databases of Penn-bib. In our graph
representation, this can be depicted by adding two edges
emanating from the root r of Penn-bib that are labeled
with MIT, Warner, and lead to MIT-bib and Warner-
bib, respectively. It is natural to expect the constraints
given above to hold on these local databases. For ex-
ample, the inverse constraints on MIT-bib include:
8x (MIT  book(r; x)! 8 y (author(x; y)!
wrote(y; x)))
8x (MIT  person(r; x) ! 8 y (wrote(x; y) !
author(y; x)))
Constraints on local databases are called local database
constraints . Again, these are P
c
constraints but are
not examples of word constraints. As demonstrated in
[9], P
c
constraints are capable of expressing natural in-
tegrity constraints that are not only a fundamental part
of the semantics of the data, but are also important in
query optimization. They are useful for, among other
things, specifying and querying XML documents.
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In [9], it was shown that in the context of semistruc-
tured data, the implication and nite implication prob-
lems for P
c
are undecidable. However, several decidable
fragments of P
c
were identied. Each of these fragments
properly contains the class of word constraints, and is
capable of expressing extent, inverse and local database
constraints.
Also considered in [4] was a class of constraints in
which paths are represented by regular expressions. The
decidability of the implication problems for this general
constraint language was established in [4] for semistruc-
tured data. This constraint language diers from the
constraint language P
c
of [9] in expressive power. On
the one hand, the language of [4] allows a more general
form of path expressions than P
c
. On the other hand, it
cannot capture inverse and local database constraints,
whereas these constraints are expressible in P
c
. Indeed,
the language of [4] is contained in L
2
1!
, the two vari-
able fragment of the innitary language L
1!
, whereas
P
c
expresses constraints which are not L
2
1!
denable,
as observed in [9]. Since the constraint language P
c
is
neither included in L
2
1!
nor categorized as a quantier
prex fragment of rst-order logic, our results concern-
ing the implication problems for P
c
are orthogonal to
classical work on the decision problem for fragments
of rst-order logic (cf. [5]). In comparing the current
work to [4], it should also be noted that [4] does not con-
sider the question of logical implication in the context
of typed data. The aim of this paper is to explore the
interaction between type systems and simple integrity
constraints of P
c
. We do not consider here constraints
dened in terms of regular expressions.
Type systems. In this paper, we consider two object-
oriented data models. One is a generic type system,
referred to as M
+
. This model supports classes, sets,
records and recursive data structures. It is similar to
those studied in [2, 3, 11]. The other model, M, is a re-
striction ofM
+
. It supports classes, records and recur-
sive data structures, but does not allow sets. Databases
of M are comparable to feature structures studied in
feature logics [23].
We use these models to demonstrate the impact of
dierent type constructs such as record and set on path
constraint implication. One may want to study the in-
teraction between path constraints and richer type sys-
tems such as those studied in [6, 17, 19]. However, by
the results established in this paper, path constraint
implication will be undecidable in the context of these
more general type systems.
Constraints in object-oriented databases { a ret-
rospective. While there has been considerable recent
activity [12, 13, 16, 22] in optimizing object-oriented
queries in the presence of constraints, there has, to our
knowledge, been almost no work on the formulation of
constraints, let alone the study of the implication prob-
lem. In [22] a rather general approach is taken: con-
straints are represented as queries that are true, and
a general framework for program optimization is used
to deal with both the optimization and the implication
problem. In this setting, constraints are at least as ex-
pressive as rst-order logic, and the issue of what classes
of constraints have decidable implication problems is
not separated from the general optimization problem.
Given the semistructured representation we have
adopted, we can cleanly separate typing issues from
other constraints. Consider the following ODL [11]
specication (loosely related to our previous example)
which denes Book and Person classes:
interface Book
(extent book) (B1)
f attribute String title;
relationship set<Person> author (B2)
inverse Person::wrote; (B3)
g
interface Person
(extent person) (P1)
f attribute String name;
relationship set<Book> wrote (P2)
inverse Book::author ; (P3)
g
Strike out the extent and inverse declarations at lines
B1, B3, P1, P3, and change relationship to attribute
on lines B2 and P2. One is now left with a standard
object-oriented class/type declaration. In fact it is a
declaration that can be expressed directly in a language
such as C++ with type templates.
We can consider the extent and inverse declara-
tions as added constraints:
 Extent constraints. For any book b, b:author is a
subset of the extent person. Similarly, for any per-
son p, p:wrote is a subset of extent book.
 Inverse constraints. For any book b and for any p
in b:author, b is a member of p:wrote. Similarly,
for any person p and for any b in p:wrote, p is a
member of b:author.
Thus, if we consider a database instance to be a graph
(such as Figure 1 suitably modied) we can understand
an ODL schema as imposing two kinds of constraints:
(a) type constraints, which dictate the general structure
of the graph, and (b) path constraints which dictate
inclusions among certain sets of objects. We should
remark that type constraints cannot be expressed as
path constraints and vice versa.
From recent work [4, 9] on path constraints we have
developed a reasonable understanding { in the context
of semistructured (i.e. untyped) data { of the inter-
esting decision problems for such constraints. There
are useful restrictions of path constraints with a de-
cidable implication problem. One might be tempted
to think that the imposition of a type system, which
imposes some regularity on the data, would be to gen-
erate new classes of path constraints with decidable im-
plication problems. This may be the case. However
one of the main results of this paper is to establish
the possibly surprising result that the presence of types
actually complicates the implication problem for path
constraints: there are decidable path constraint prob-
lems that become undecidable in the presence of types.
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Moreover the type used in the construction of this result
is not particularly \pathological".
Interaction. In Sections 4 and 5, we will show how
imposing a schema on the data can alter the compu-
tational complexity of the path constraint implication
problem in unexpected ways. For orientation, we pro-
vide intuitive background here. An implication problem
for a logical language L is determined by a collection of
structures S which interpret that language. We say that
a nite set  of L sentences S-implies an L sentence '
just in case for every structure G 2 S, if G j= , then
G j= '. Suppose we are given two classes of structures
S
0
 S, each interpreting L. In general, the compu-
tational complexity of the S-implication problem for L
may bear no obvious connection to the complexity of the
S
0
-implication problem for L. A justly famous example
of this is given by the case where L is the collection of
all rst-order sentences with a single binary relation and
S and S
0
are the classes of all relational structures and
all nite relational structures respectively. Then, the
completeness theorem for rst-order logic and Church's
Theorem together tell us that the S-implication prob-
lem for L is r.e.-complete, while Trahktenbrot's The-
orem tells us that the S
0
-implication problem for L is
co-r.e.-complete (see, e.g., [5]). Note that in this exam-
ple, S
0
is not rst order denable over S.
In Sections 4 and 5 we will study implication prob-
lems for collections of path constraints which can be
represented as proper fragments L

of rst-order logic.
Again, let S be the collection of all structures. When
we consider the S-implication problem for L

in the
context of a type constraint , what we really mean
is the S
00
-implication problem for L

where S
00
is the
collection of structures in S which satisfy the type con-
straint . In Section 4, we will give examples where
the S-implication problem for L

is undecidable, but
the S
00
-implication problem for L

is decidable. This
sort of situation is quite familiar. For example, the S-
implication problem for rst-order logic is undecidable,
but the S
00
-implication problem for rst-order logic is
decidable when S
00
is the collection of linear orderings
(and this collection is determined by a rst order \con-
straint"). On the other hand, in Section 5, we exhibit
situations in which the S-implication problem for L

is
decidable, but the S
00
-implication problem for L

is un-
decidable. This possibility is perhaps a bit less familiar,
namely the possibility that by imposing a restriction on
a collection of structures we can turn a decidable impli-
cation problem into an undecidable implication prob-
lem. Indeed, in the context where L is the collection of
all rst-order sentences and the restriction itself is rst
order, this is clearly impossible, since in this case, the
implication problem for the restricted class is simply
a special case of the unrestricted implication problem.
But in the context of the interaction between path and
type constraints, this is precisely not the case. Namely,
the type constraints we consider cannot be expressed in
the path constraint languages in question. We hope this
observation will clarify the results of Section 5, which
exhibit a path constraint implication problem which
is decidable with respect to a collection of structures
S, but is undecidable with respect to the collection of
structures G 2 S which satisfy a given type constraint
.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 reviews the formal denition
of P
c
constraints, and describes two (nite) implica-
tion problems associated with P
c
constraints, namely,
the (nite) implication problem for P
c
and the (nite)
implication problem for local extent constraints . Sec-
tion 3 presents a semistructured data model and the two
object-oriented models M
+
and M. It also describes
type constraints of M
+
and M. Section 4 investigates
the (nite) implication problem for P
c
in the context of
semistructured data and in the object-oriented model
M. It rst strengthens the undecidability result re-
ported in [9] by showing that this problem is also unde-
cidable on untyped data for a \small" fragment of P
c
. It
then shows that the undecidability result breaks down
when the type system M is added. More precisely, it
shows that in the context of M, the implication and -
nite implication problems for P
c
are not only decidable
in cubic-time but also nitely axiomatizable. Section 5
demonstrates that adding a type system does not neces-
sarily \help" in constraint implication problems. More
specically, it shows that on untyped data, the (nite)
implication problem for local extent constraints is de-
cidable in PTIME. However, when a type of M
+
is
imposed, this problem becomes undecidable. Finally,
Section 6 briey describes other results established in
the full paper [10], and identies directions for further
work.
2 Path constraints
We rst review the path constraint language P
c
intro-
duced in [9], and then describe two implication prob-
lems associated with P
c
constraints. In Sections 4 and
5, we shall show that these problems have wildly dif-
ferent complexities in the context of untyped data as
opposed to typed data.
2.1 Path constraint language P
c
The vocabulary of the constraint language is specied
by a relational signature
 = (r; E);
where r is a constant and E is a nite set of binary
relation symbols. A -structure (jGj; r
G
; E
G
) can be
depicted as an edge-labeled, rooted, directed graph, in
which jGj is the set of vertices, r
G
the root, and E
G
the
set of labeled edges. For example, the graph in Figure 1
can be viewed as such a structure (referred to as G
0
).
A path is a nite sequence of labels of E. Following
[9], we dene a path to be a formula (x; y) which has
one of the following forms:
 x = y, denoted by (x; y) and called the empty path;
 9z(K(x; z)^(z; y)), where K 2 E and (z; y) is a
path.
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Here the free variables x and y denote the tail and head
nodes of the path, respectively. Intuitively, if x and
y are vertices in a -structure G, (x; y) is true in G
just when y is reachable from x by following a sequence
of labeled edges . We write (x; y) as  when the
parameters x and y are clear from the context.
The concatenation of paths (x; z) and (z; y), de-
noted by (x; z)  (z; y) or simply   , is the path
 (x; y), if  = ;
 9u (K(x; u)^ (
0
(u; z) (z; y))), if (x; z) is of the
form 9u (K(x; u) ^ 
0
(u; z)).
A path  is said to be a prex of , denoted by
 
p
, if there exists , such that  =   .
Referring to G
0
given in Figure 1, there is node x
such that person  wrote  ref(r; x) is true in G
0
. In
rst-order logic, this path can be expressed as
9 y (person(r; y) ^ 9 z (wrote(y; z) ^ ref(z; x))):
The prexes of this path are , person, person  wrote
and itself.
Formally, P
c
constraints can be dened as follows.
Denition 2.1 [9]: A path constraint ' is an expres-
sion of either the forward form
8x ((r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! (x; y)));
or the backward form
8x ((r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! (y; x))):
Here ; ;  are paths. The path  is called the prex
of ', denoted by pf(').
The set of all path constraints is denoted by P
c
.
A forward constraint of P
c
asserts that for any vertex
x that is reached from the root r by following path 
and for any vertex y that is reached from x by following
path , y is also reachable from x by following path .
Similarly, a backward P
c
constraint states that for any
x that is reached from r by following  and for any y
that is reached from x by following , x is also reachable
from y by following .
For example, all the integrity constraints encoun-
tered in Section 1 are in P
c
. These include extent, in-
verse and local database constraints.
A proper subclass of P
c
was introduced and investi-
gated in [4]:
Denition 2.2 [4]: A word constraint is an expression
of the form
8x ((r; x)! (r; x));
where  and  are paths. The set of all word constraints
is denoted by P
w
.
In other words, a word constraint is a forward con-
straint of P
c
with its prex being the empty path . For
example, the extent constraints given in Section 1 are
word constraints, whereas the inverse and local database
constraints are not.
2.2 Implication problems
To take advantage of path constraints, it is important
to be able to reason about them. This gives rise to the
question of logical implication of path constraints. In
general, we may know that a set of path constraints is
satised by a database. The question of logical impli-
cation is: what other path constraints are necessarily
satised by the database? As shown in [9], path con-
straint implication is useful for, among other things,
query optimization and constraint checking.
Below we describe implication and nite implication
of P
c
constraints. These notions will be rened in dif-
ferent database contexts in Section 3.
We assume the standard notions of model and impli-
cation from rst-order logic [15]. Let G be a structure
and ' be a P
c
constraint. We use G j= ' to denote that
G satises ' (i.e., G is a model of '). Let  be a nite
set of P
c
constraints. We use G j=  to denote that G
satises  (i.e., G is a model of ). That is, for every
 2 , G j= .
The implication problem for P
c
is the problem to
determine, given any nite subset [f'g of P
c
, whether
every model of  also satises '. Similarly, the nite
implication problem for P
c
is the problem to determine
whether every nite model of  also satises '.
For example, let  be the set consisting of all the P
c
constraints given in Section 1, and '
0
be the constraint
8x (MIT (r; x)! 8 y (book  ref(x; y)! book(x; y))):
The question whether every (nite) model of  also sat-
ises '
0
is an instance of the (nite) implication prob-
lem for P
c
.
In Section 4, we shall show that the implication and
nite implication problems for P
c
are undecidable in the
context of untyped data. In contrast, these problems
are not only decidable in cubic-time but also nitely ax-
iomatizable in the context of an object-oriented model.
In light of this undecidability result on untyped data,
we next consider a special case of P
c
constraint im-
plication, namely, (nite) implication of local extent
constraints. To illustrate this, consider the database
Penn-bib described in Section 1. This database has lo-
cal databases MIT-bib, Warner-bib, etc. Extent con-
straints on these local databases are called local ex-
tent constraints . For example, the following are extent
constraints on MIT-bib, and thus are local extent con-
straints of Penn-bib:
8x (MIT (r; x)! 8 y (book  author(x; y)
! person(x; y)))
8x (MIT (r; x)! 8 y (person  wrote(x; y)
! book(x; y)))
Suppose we want to know whether every model of these
constraints also satises the constraint '
0
given above,
which is also a local extent constraint on MIT-bib. In
addition, we consider this implication in the presence
of constraints on other local databases, such as the fol-
lowing on Warner-bib:
5
8x (Warner  book(r; x)! 8 y (author(x; y)
! wrote(y; x)))
8x (Warner  person(r; x)! 8 y (wrote(x; y)
! author(y; x)))
More precisely, let 
0
be the set consisting of the two
local extent constraints on MIT-bib and the two local
constraints on Warner-bib given above. We are inter-
ested in whether every (nite) model of 
0
also satises
'
0
.
In general, when represented in a global environ-
ment, constraints on a local database are augmented
with a common prex. For example, the constraints on
MIT-bib are represented with common prex MIT in
Penn-bib. Thus we use the following notion to describe
local extent constraints.
Denition 2.3: Let  be a path and K a binary rela-
tion symbol. A constraint ' of P
c
is said to be bounded
by  and K if it is of the form
8x ( K(r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! (x; y)));
where  6=  and K 6
p
 (i.e., K is not a prex of ).
A subset  of P
c
with prex bounded by  and K
is a nite subset of P
c
such that for each ' 2 , ei-
ther ' is bounded by  and K, or for some path 
0
,
pf(') =  
0
and K 6
p

0
. In addition, if 
0
= , then
' is of the form 8x ((r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! K(x; y))).
Here pf(') denotes the prex of ', as described in Def-
inition 2.1.
For example, 
0
given above is a subset of P
c
with
prex bounded by the empty path  and binary rela-
tion symbol MIT . In 
0
, the extent constraints on
MIT-bib are bounded by  and MIT , whereas the con-
straints on Warner-bib are not. Intuitively, let DB be
a database and DB
K
be a local database connected to
DB by path   K. Constraints bounded by  and K
can be viewed as local extent constraints on DB
K
. A
subset of P
c
with prex bounded by  andK consists of
such local extent constraints and constraints on other
local databases connected to DB by some path   
0
,
where K 6
p

0
. It can be partitioned into 
1
and 
2
,
where 
1
consists of local extent constraints on DB
K
,
and 
2
contains constraints on other local databases.
Denition 2.4: The (nite) implication problem for
local extent constraints is the problem of determining,
given any nite subset [f'g of P
c
with prex bounded
by  and K, where ' is a constraint bounded by  and
K, whether every (nite) model of  also satises '.
For example, the question whether every (nite)
model of 
0
also satises '
0
is an instance of the (nite)
implication problem for local extent constraints. Note
that '
0
is also bounded by  and MIT .
In Section 5, we shall show that in the untyped con-
text, constraints on other local databases (e.g., con-
straints in 
2
) do not interact with implication and
nite implication of local extent constraints on DB
K
(e.g., constraints in 
1
). As a result, the implication
and nite implication problems for local extent con-
straints are decidable in PTIME in the context of
semistructured data. However, this may no longer be
true in the typed context. Indeed, these problems be-
come undecidable in the context of an object-oriented
model.
3 Semistructured data vs structured data
In this section, we consider semistructured data versus
structured data. More specically, we investigate three
models: a semistructured data model and two object-
oriented models. For each of these models, we present
an abstraction of databases in terms of rst-order logic.
In Sections 4 and 5, we use these abstractions to study
path constraint implication in these models.
3.1 Semistructured data model
Semistructured data is characterized as having no type
constraints, irregular structure and missing schema [1,
8]. That is, data whose structure is not constrained by
a schema. Semistructured data is commonly found on
the World-Wide Web, in biological databases and after
data integration. In particular, documents of XML [7]
are usually viewed as semistructured data [14].
As observed by [1, 8], semistructured data is best
modeled as a rooted edge-labeled directed graph, un-
constrained by any type system or schema. Along the
same lines, we use an abstraction of semistructured
databases as (nite) -structures. Here  is a signature
of the form (r; E) as described in Section 2, in which r
denotes the root and E denotes the edge labels.
Below we rene the notion of path constraint impli-
cation in the context of semistructured data. We use
 j= ' to denote that  implies '. That is, for every
-structure G, if G j= , then G j= '. Similarly, we use
 j=
f
' to denote that  nitely implies '. That is,
for every nite -structure G, if G j= , then G j= '.
In the context of semistructured data, the (nite)
implication problem for P
c
is the problem to determine,
given any nite subset  [ f'g of P
c
, whether  j= '
( j=
f
'). Similarly, the (nite) implication problem
for local extent constraints can be formalized in the con-
text of semistructured data.
3.2 Object-oriented model M
+
Next, we consider structured data, by which we mean
data constrained by a schema, such as data found for
instance in object-oriented databases. In addition, as
mentioned in Section 1, there are applications in which
data usually considered to be semistructured, such as
XML data, is further constrained by a schema.
We rst study databases in a generic object-oriented
model, M
+
. Similar to the models studied in [2, 3, 11],
M
+
supports classes, records, sets and recursive struc-
tures. We characterize schemas inM
+
in terms of type
constraints. In Section 5, we investigate the interaction
between these type constraints and path constraints.
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3.2.1 Schemas and instances
We describe schemas and instances of M
+
as follows.
Assume a xed countable set of labels, L, and a xed
nite set of atomic types, B. Examples of atomic types
include int and string.
Let C be some nite set of classes. The set of types
over C, Types
C
, is dened by the syntax:
 ::= b j C j fg j [l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
]
where b 2 B, C 2 C, and l
i
2 L. The notations fg and
[l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
] represent set type and record type,
respectively.
A schema  inM
+
is a triple (C; ; DBtype), where
 C is a nite set of classes,
  is a mapping: C ! Types
C
such that for each
C 2 C, (C) 62 B [ C, and
 DBtype 2 Types
C
n (B [ C).
Here we assume that every database of a schema has
a unique (persistent) entry point, and DBtype in the
schema species the type of the entry point.
Example 3.1: The XML document given in Figure 1
can be specied by a schema (C; ; DBtype) in M
+
as
follows (optional sub-elements are specied as sets):
 C consists of Book and Person;
  maps Book and Person to record types:
Person 7! [name : string; SSN : string; age : fintg;
wrote : fBookg]
Book 7! [title : string; ISBN : string; year : fintg;
ref : fBookg; author : fPersong]
 DBtype is [person : fPersong; book : fBookg].
A database instance of schema  = (C; ; DBtype)
is a triple I = (; ; d), where
  is an oid (object identity) assignment that maps
each C 2 C to a nite set of oids, (C), such that
for all C;C
0
2 C, (C) \ (C
0
) = ; if C 6= C
0
;
 for each C 2 C,  maps each oid in (C) to a value
in [[(C)]]

, where
[[b]]

= D
b
,
[[C]]

= (C),
[[fg]]

= fV j V  [[ ]]

g,
[[[l
1
: 
1
; :::; l
n
: 
n
]]]

= f[l
1
: v
1
; :::; l
n
: v
n
] j
v
i
2 [[
i
]]

; i 2 [1; n]g;
here D
b
denotes the domain of atomic type b;
 d is a value in [[DBtype]]

, which represents the
(persistent) entry point into the database instance.
The set of all database instances of  is denoted by
I().
3.2.2 Type constraints
We next present an abstraction of databases in M
+
.
Structured data can be viewed as semistructured data
further constrained by a schema. Along the same lines
of the abstraction of semistructured data given above,
we represent a structured database as a rst-order logic
structure satisfying a certain type constraint. Such
a structure can also be depicted as an edge-labeled,
rooted, directed graph, which has a certain \shape"
specied by the type constraint. This abstraction sim-
plies the analysis of the interaction between path con-
straints and the type system.
To do this, we rst dene the rst-order signature
determined by a schema.
Given a schema  = (C; ; DBtype), we dene the
set of binary relation symbols , E(), and the set of
unary relation symbols , T (), as follows:
 DBtype 2 T () and C  T ();
 For each  2 T (),
{ if  = f
0
g (or for some C 2 C, (C) = f
0
g),
then 
0
is in T () and  is in E();
{ if  = [l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
] (or for some class
C 2 C, (C) = [l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
]), then for
each i 2 [1; n], 
i
is in T () and l
i
is in E().
Note here we use the distinguished binary relation  to
denote the set membership relation.
The signature determined by schema  is
() = (r; E(); T ());
where r is a constant symbol (denoting the root), E()
is the nite set of binary relation symbols (denoting the
edge labels) and T () is the nite set of unary relation
symbols (denoting the sorts or types) dened above.
As an example, the signature determined by the
schema given in Example 3.1 is (r; E; T ), where
 r is a constant, which in each instance (; ; d) of
the schema intends to name d;
 E includes person, book, name, SSN , wrote, age,
title, ISBN , year, ref , author and ;
 T includes Person, Book, string, fintg, fstringg,
fBookg, fPersong and DBtype.
We represent an instance I of a schema  as a ()-
structure G satisfying a certain type constraint. More
specically, let  = (C; ; DBtype), I = (; ; d) and
G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
; T
G
). We use jGj, r
G
, E
G
and T
G
to
represent data entities, the entry point d, record labels
and set membership, and the types of the data entities,
respectively. This structure must satisfy the type con-
straint imposed by , (), which species restrictions
on the edges going out of vertices of dierent types.
Based on the denition of database instances inM
+
,
we give () as follows.
 Every element of jGj has a unique type in T (). In
particular, r
G
has DBtype.
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 If an element a of jGj has type  , then amust satisfy
the constraint imposed by  :
{ If  is an atomic type b, then a has no outgoing
edge.
{ If  = f
0
g, or  is a class type C and (C) is
f
0
g, then all the outgoing edges of a are labeled
with  and lead to elements of type 
0
.
In addition, if  = f
0
g, then for each b 2 jGj
such that b also has type  , a = b i for any
c 2 jGj, G j= (a; c)$ (b; c).
{ If  = [l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
], or  is a class type C
and (C) = [l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
], then a has ex-
actly n outgoing edges. These edges are labeled
with l
1
, ..., l
n
, respectively. In addition, for each
i 2 [1; n], if G j= l
i
(a; o) for some o 2 jGj, then
o has type 
i
.
Moreover, if  = [l
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
], then for
each b 2 jGj having type  , a = b i for any
i 2 [1; n] and c 2 jGj, G j= l
i
(a; c)$ l
i
(b; c).
In general, for any node a in a graph representing a
()-structure, () places restrictions on the number
of the edges going out of a, on the labels of these edges,
and on the types of the nodes to which these edges
connect.
An abstract database of a schema  is a nite ()-
structure G such that G j= (). We denote the set of
all abstract databases of  by U
f
(). We use U() to
denote the set of all ()-structures satisfying ().
Because of the type constraint (), some sequences
of labels in E() are not paths in any structure of
U(). We are not interested in these edge label se-
quences. We will use Paths() to denote the set of
paths over . That is, for any sequence  of edge la-
bels,  2 Paths() i there is G 2 U() such that
G j= 9x (r; x). In addition, we assume that over any
schema  in M
+
, P
c
constraints are dened in terms
of paths in Paths().
Path constraints of P
c
can be naturally interpreted
in database instances of a schema  in M
+
. That is,
the notion \I j= '" can be dened for an instance I of
 and a constraint ' of P
c
(see [10] for detailed dis-
cussions of this notion). Using this notion, the lemma
below justies the abstraction of databases of M
+
de-
ned above.
Lemma 3.1: Let  be any schema in M
+
. For each
I in I(), there is G 2 U
f
(), such that
for any ' 2 P
c
, I j= ' i G j= '. (y)
Similarly, for each G 2 U
f
(), there is I 2 I(), such
that (y) holds.
In the typed context, path constraint implication is
restricted by a schema. More specically, let  be a
schema inM
+
and [f'g be a nite subset of P
c
. We
use  j=

' to denote that  implies ' over . That
is, for everyG 2 U(), if G j=  then G j= '. Similarly,
we use  j=
(f;)
' to denote that  nitely implies '
over . That is, for every G 2 U
f
(), if G j=  then
G j= '.
In the context of M
+
, the (nite) implication prob-
lem for P
c
is the problem of determining, given any
nite subset  [ f'g of P
c
and any schema  in M
+
,
whether  j=

' ( j=
(f;)
'). Similarly, the (nite)
implication problem for local extent constraints can also
be formalized in the context of M
+
.
3.3 Object-oriented model M
We also consider a restriction of M
+
, denoted by M.
The model M supports classes, records and recursive
structures. However, it does not allow sets. In addition,
a record in M consists of values of atomic types and
oids only. More specically, let C be some nite set of
classes. The set of types over C in M is dened by:
t ::= b j C
 ::= t j [l
1
: t
1
; : : : ; l
n
: t
n
]
where b 2 B, C 2 C, and l
i
2 L.
The notions of schemas and instances in M can be
dened in the same way as in M
+
. Databases of M
are comparable to feature structures [23], which have
proven useful for representing linguistic data.
Given anM schema , we dene E(), T (), (),
and type constraint () in the same way as in M
+
,
except that set types are not considered here. Similarly,
the notions of U
f
(), U() and Paths() can also be
dened. Using U
f
() and U(), we can dene the im-
plication and nite implication problems for P
c
and for
local extent constraints in the context ofM in the same
way as in M
+
.
4 Implication of P
c
constraints
This section shows that an undecidability result on path
constraint implication established for semistructured
data collapses when a type of M is imposed on the
data. More specically, we prove the following:
Theorem 4.1: In the context of semistructured data,
the implication and nite implication problems for P
c
are undecidable.
Theorem 4.2: In the context of the object-oriented
model M, the implication and nite implication prob-
lems for P
c
are decidable in cubic-time and are nitely
axiomatizable.
These theorems show that in some cases, adding a
type system may simplify reasoning about path con-
straints.
4.1 Undecidability on untyped data
Theorem 4.1 was rst shown in [9]. Here we strengthen
the result by identifying an undecidable fragment of P
c
.
This \small" fragment of P
c
is an even milder general-
ization of P
w
, the class of word constraints introduced
in [4] and described in Section 2.
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We present the fragment as follows. Recall E, the
nite set of binary relation symbols (edge labels) in sig-
nature  dened in Section 2. Let K 2 E. For each
 2 P
w
, where  = 8x ((r; x)! (r; x)), let
( ; K) = 8x (K(r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! (x; y))):
The fragment is dened by
P
w
(K) = P
w
[ f( ; K) j  2 P
w
g:
In the context of semistructured data, the (nite)
implication problem for P
w
(K) is the problem to de-
termine, given any nite subset  [ f'g of P
w
(K),
whether  j= ' ( j=
f
'). The theorem below estab-
lishes the undecidability of these problems, from which
Theorem 4.1 follows immediately.
Theorem 4.3: In the context of semistructured data,
both the implication and nite implication problems for
P
w
(K) are undecidable.
This undecidability result is rather surprising since
P
w
(K) generalizes P
w
in such a mild way. As shown by
[4], the implication and nite implication problems for
P
w
are decidable in PTIME.
We prove Theorem 4.3 by reduction from the word
problem for (nite) monoids. Before we give the proof,
we rst review the word problem for (nite) monoids.
4.1.1 The word problem for (nite) monoids
Recall the following notions from [2, 20].
Let ? be a nite alphabet and (?

; ; ) the free
monoid generated by ?. An equation (over ?) is a pair
(; ) of strings in ?

.
Let  = f(
i
; 
i
) j 
i
; 
i
2 ?

; i 2 [1; n]g and a
test equation  be (; ). We use  j=  ( j=
f
)
to denote that for every (nite) monoid (M; ; id) and
every homomorphism h : ?

! M , if h(
i
) = h(
i
) for
each i 2 [1; n], then h() = h().
The word problem for (nite) monoids is the prob-
lem of determining, given  and , whether  j= 
( j=
f
).
The following result is well-known (e.g., see [2, 20]).
Theorem 4.4: Both the word problem for monoids and
the word problem for nite monoids are undecidable.
4.1.2 Reduction from the word problem
We encode the word problem for (nite) monoids in
terms of the (nite) implication problem for P
w
(K).
Let ?
0
be a nite alphabet and 
0
be a nite set of
equations (over ?
0
). Assume
?
0
= fl
j
j j 2 [1;m]g;

0
= f(
i
; 
i
) j 
i
; 
i
2 ?

0
; i 2 [1; n]g;
and a rst-order logic signature

0
= (r; ?
0
[ fKg);
where K 62 ?
0
, r is a constant symbol, and ?
0
[ fKg
is a set of binary relation symbols. Note here that each
letter in ?
0
is a binary relation symbol in 
0
. Thus
every  2 ?

0
can be represented as a path formula,
also denoted by . In addition, we use  to denote the
concatenation operator for both paths and strings.
We encode 
0
in terms of   P
w
(K), which con-
sists of the following: for every j 2 [1;m],
8x ((r; x) ! K(r; x));
8x (K  l
j
(r; x) ! K(r; x));
and for each (
i
; 
i
) 2 
0
,
8x (K(r; x) ! 8 y (
i
(x; y)! 
i
(x; y)));
8x (K(r; x) ! 8 y (
i
(x; y)! 
i
(x; y))):
Let (; ) be a test equation over ?
0
. We encode
(; ) as a pair of constraints in P
w
:
'
(;)
= 8x ((r; x)! (r; x))
'
(;)
= 8x ((r; x)! (r; x))
The lemma below shows that the encoding above is
indeed a reduction from the word problem for (nite)
monoids. From this lemma and Theorem 4.4, Theo-
rem 4.3 follows.
Lemma 4.5: In the context of semistructured data, for
all ;  2 ?

0
,

0
j= (; ) i  j= '
(;)
^ '
(;)
, (a)

0
j=
f
(; ) i  j=
f
'
(;)
^ '
(;)
. (b)
Proof sketch: We give a proof sketch of (b). We omit
the details of the lengthy proof due to the lack of space,
but we encourage the reader to consult [10].
(if ) Suppose that 
0
6j=
f
(; ). Then there exist a
nite monoidM and a homomorphism h : ?

0
!M such
that for any i 2 [1; n], h(
i
) = h(
i
), but h() 6= h().
We dene an equivalence relation on ?

0
by:
  % i h() = h(%):
For every string  2 ?

0
, let b be the equivalence class
of  with respect to , and let o(b) be a distinct node.
Then we dene a 
0
-structure G = (jGj; r
G
; E
G
), such
that jGj = fo(b) j  2 ?

0
g and the root r
G
= o(b). The
binary relations are populated in G as follows: for each
 2 ?

0
, let G j= K(o(b); o(b)), and for each j 2 [1;m],
let G j= l
j
(o(b); o(
d
  l
j
)). The structure G is shown in
Figure 2. It can be veried that G is a nite model of
V
 ^ :'
(;)
.
(only if ) Suppose that there is a nite 
0
-structure G
such that G j=
V
 ^ (:'
(;)
_ :'
(;)
). Then we
dene another equivalence relation on ?

0
by:
  % i G j= 8x(K(r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! %(x; y))) ^
8x (K(r; x)! 8 y (%(x; y)! (x; y))):
For any  2 ?

0
, let [] be the equivalence class of 
with respect to . Then we dene M = f[] j  2 ?

0
g,
operator  by []  [%] = [  %], and h : ?

0
! M by
h :  7! []. It can be veried that (M; ; []) is indeed
a nite monoid, h is a homomorphism, and in addition,
for every i 2 [1; n], h(
i
) = h(
i
) but h() 6= h().
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Figure 2: The structure G in the proof of Lemma 4.5
4.2 The collapse of the undecidability in M
We next show that in the context of the object-oriented
model M, the undecidability result established above
no longer holds.
The collapse of the undecidability is due to the fol-
lowing lemma, which can be proved by a straightfor-
ward induction on the length of  and by using ().
On untyped data, this lemma does not hold in general.
Lemma 4.6: Let  be an arbitrary schema in M, and
G 2 U(). Then for every  in Paths(), there is a
unique o 2 jGj, such that G j= (r
G
; o).
Using Lemma 4.6, it is easy to verify the following.
Lemma 4.7: Let  be a schema inM, ' be a forward
constraint 8x ((r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (x; y))), and
 be a word constraint 8x (  (r; x) !   (r; x)).
Then for any G 2 U(), G j= ' i G j=  .
Lemma 4.8: Let  be a schema inM, ' be a backward
constraint 8x ((r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (y; x))), and
 be a word constraint 8x ((r; x) !     (r; x)).
Then for any G 2 U(), G j= ' i G j=  .
Based on Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we give a nite ax-
iomatization I
r
of P
c
constraint implication as follows:
 Reexivity:
8x ((r; x) ! (r; x))
 Transitivity:
8x ((r; x) ! (r; x)) 8x ((r; x) ! (r; x))
8x ((r; x) ! (r; x))
 Right-congruence:
8x ((r; x) ! (r; x))
8x (  (r; x)!   (r; x))
 Commutativity:
8x ((r; x) ! (r; x))
8x ((r; x) ! (r; x))
 Forward-to-word:
8x ((r; x) ! 8y ((x; y)! (x; y)))
8x (  (r; x)!   (r; x))
 Word-to-forward:
8x (  (r; x) !   (r; x))
8x ((r; x)! 8y ((x; y) ! (x; y)))
 Backward-to-word:
8x ((r; x)! 8y ((x; y) ! (y; x)))
8x ((r; x) !     (r; x))
 Word-to-backward:
8x ((r; x) !     (r; x))
8x ((r; x)! 8y ((x; y) ! (y; x)))
The rst three inference rules above were proposed in
[4] and were shown to be complete for word constraint
implication in the context of untyped data. In contrast,
these three rules are no longer complete for word con-
straint implication in the context of M.
Let [f'g be a nite subset of P
c
. We use  `
I
r
'
to denote that ' is provable from  using I
r
.
Theorem 4.9: Let  be any schema in M. For every
nite subset  [ f'g of P
c
,
 j=

' i  `
I
r
';
 j=
(f;)
' i  `
I
r
':
As an immediate result, in the context ofM, the im-
plication and nite implication problems for P
c
coincide
and are decidable.
A proof sketch of Theorem 4.9 is as follows. Sound-
ness of I
r
can be veried by induction on the lengths
of I
r
-proofs. For the proof of completeness, it suces
to show the existence of G 2 U
f
() such that G j= 
and in addition, if G j= ' then  `
I
r
'. Owing to the
space limit, we omit the lengthy denition of G, but we
recommend the interested reader see [10] for a detailed
proof.
Based on the axiomatization I
r
, a cubic-time algo-
rithm can be given for testing implication and nite
implication of P
c
constraints in the context of M. By
Lemma 4.6, every constraint in  is applied at most
once by the algorithm. It is because of this property
that the algorithm has low complexity. Space limita-
tions do not allow us to include the algorithm. The
interested reader should consult [10].
Theorem 4.2 follows from Theorem 4.9 and the ex-
istence of the cubic-time algorithm.
5 Implication of local extent constraints
In light of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, one is tempted to think
that adding structure will simplify reasoning about path
constraints. However, this is not always the case. This
section shows that a decidability result developed for
untyped data breaks down when a type of M
+
is im-
posed on the data.
Theorem 5.1: In the context of semistructured data,
the implication and nite implication problems for local
extent constraints are decidable in PTIME.
Theorem 5.2: In the context of the object-oriented
data model M
+
, the implication and nite implication
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problems for local extent constraints are undecidable.
These theorems demonstrate that adding a type sys-
tem may also make the analysis of path constraint im-
plication more dicult. This may seem counterintu-
itive since at rst glance, a type constraint appears to
assert that the data has a regular structure and there-
fore, simplies reasoning about path constraints. This
appearance can be dispelled by noticing that the type
constraint places restrictions on the structures consid-
ered in implication problems in a dierent way to path
constraints. More specically, let  [ f'g be a nite
subset of P
c
. In the untyped context, we may be able
to nd in PTIME a structureG such thatG j=
V
^:'.
However, when a schema  is imposed on the data, we
may have that G 62 U(). That is, G is excluded from
the set of structures considered in implication prob-
lems because of the type constraint () determined
by . Worse still, () may constrain the structure of
the data in such a peculiar way that it is undecidable
whether there is H 2 U() such that H j=
V
 ^ :'.
5.1 Decidability on untyped data
We rst show Theorem 5.1. The idea of the proof is by
reduction to word constraint implication. It has been
shown in [4] that in the context of untyped data, the
implication and nite implication problems for P
w
are
decidable in PTIME.
We rst dene a function f that is used in the further
construction of the reduction. Let  be a path and '
be a P
c
constraint. Then f(; ') is dened to be the
P
c
constraint
 8x (  (r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (x; y))), if ' is
of the form 8x ((r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (x; y)))
(i.e., a forward constraint); or
 8x (  (r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (y; x))), if ' is
of the form 8x ((r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (y; x)))
(i.e., a backward constraint).
Recall the denition of the (nite) implication prob-
lem for local extent constraints from Denition 2.4. Let
 [ f'g be a nite subset of P
c
with prex bounded
by path  and binary relation symbol K, where ' is
also bounded by  and K. By Denition 2.3,  can be
partitioned into 
K
and 
r
:

K
= f j  2 ;  is bounded by  and Kg;

r
=  n
K
:
In addition, for each  2 
K
[ f'g,  is a forward
constraint and the prex of , pf(), is  K. For each
 2 
r
, pf( ) is of the form   
0
, where 
0
is a path
such that K 6
p

0
, i.e., K is not a prex of 
0
.
The reduction is dened in two steps. First, using
f and , we dene a function g
1
such that for every
 2  [ f'g,  = f(; g
1
()). That is, g
1
removes 
from the prex of . Let '
1
= g
1
(') and

1
K
= fg
1
() j  2 
K
g;

1
r
= fg
1
( ) j  2 
r
g:
K
r
H
K
G
r
G
Figure 3: The structure H in the proof of Lemma 5.3
Second, using f and K, we dene another function g
2
such that for any  2 
1
K
[ f'
1
g,  = f(K; g
2
()).
That is, g
2
further removes K from the prex of .
Now let '
2
be g
2
('
1
) and 
2
K
= fg
2
() j  2 
1
K
g.
Clearly, 
2
K
 P
w
and '
2
2 P
w
. The functions g
1
and
g
2
establish a reduction:
Lemma 5.3: In the context of semistructured data,
 j= ' i 
1
K
[
1
r
j= '
1
i 
2
K
j= '
2
, (a)
 j=
f
' i 
1
K
[
1
r
j=
f
'
1
i 
2
K
j=
f
'
2
. (b)
This lemma suces to show Theorem 5.1. For if
it holds, then the (nite) implication problem for local
extent constraints is reduced to the (nite) implication
problem for P
w
. Note that given  and ',  and K can
be determined in linear-time. In addition, the functions
g
1
and g
2
are computable in linear-time. Therefore, the
PTIME decidability of the (nite) implication problem
for local extent constraints follows from the PTIME de-
cidability of the (nite) implication problem for P
w
.
Next, we give a proof sketch of Lemma 5.3 (b). We
omit the details of the proof due to the lack of space,
but we suggest the reader consult [10].
Proof sketch: We rst show that  j=
f
' if and only if

1
K
[
1
r
j=
f
'
1
. If
V

1
K
^
V

1
r
^:'
1
has a nite model
G
1
, then we construct a structure G by adding to G
1
a
new root r
G
and a path  from r
G
to r
G
1
. It is easy to
verify that G is a nite model of
V
^:'. Conversely,
suppose that
V
 ^ :' has a nite model G. Assume
that ' is 8x (  K(r; x) ! 8 y ((x; y) ! (x; y))).
Thus by G j= :', there are vertices a; b; c in G such
that G j= (r
G
; a) ^ K(a; b) ^ (b; c) ^ :(b; c). We
construct a structure G
1
from G by letting a be the new
root. It can be veried that G
1
is indeed a nite model
of
V

1
K
^
V

1
r
^ :'
1
.
We next proceed to show that 
1
K
[
1
r
j=
f
'
1
if and
only if 
2
K
j=
f
'
2
. The argument given above suces
to show that if 
2
K
j=
f
'
2
then 
1
K
[ 
1
r
j=
f
'
1
. Con-
versely, assume that
V

2
K
^ :'
2
has a nite model G.
Based onG, we construct a structureH as shown in Fig-
ure 3. More specically, let H be (jH j; r
H
; E
H
), where
jH j = jGj[fr
H
g, the root node r
H
is a new vertex which
is not in jGj, and E
H
= E
G
[fK(r
H
; r
H
); K(r
H
; r
G
)g.
By Denitions 2.3 and 2.4, it can be veried that H is
indeed a nite model of
V

1
K
^
V

1
r
^ :'
1
.
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5.2 The breakdown of the decidability in M
+
Next, we show that the decidability result established
above breaks down in the context ofM
+
. More speci-
cally, we prove Theorem 5.2 by reduction from the word
problem for (nite) monoids.
Recall ?
0
and 
0
described in Section 4.1. Using ?
0
,
we dene an M
+
schema 
1
= (C; ; DBtype), where
 C = fC;C
s
; C
l
g,
  is dened by:
C 7! [l
1
: C; : : : ; l
m
: C]
C
s
7! fCg
C
l
7! [a : C; b : C
s
; K : C
l
]
where a; b;K 62 ?
0
.
 DBtype = [l : C
l
], where l 62 ?
0
.
Note here that each letter in ?
0
is a record label of
C, and thus is in E(
1
). Hence every  2 ?

0
can be
represented as a path formula, also denoted by .
We encode 
0
in terms of a nite set , which con-
sists of the following P
c
constraints:
1. 8x (l K(r; x)! 8 y (a(x; y)! b  (x; y)));
2. for each j 2 [1;m],
8x (l K(r; x)! 8 y (b    l
j
(x; y)! b  (x; y)));
3. for each (
i
; 
i
) 2 
0
,
8x (l  b  (r; x)! 8 y (
i
(x; y)! 
i
(x; y)));
4. 8x (l(r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! K(x; y))).
We encode a test equation (; ) over ?
0
by the con-
straint:
'
(;)
= 8x (l K(r; x)! 8 y (a (x; y)! a (x; y))):
By Denition 2.3, it is easy to see that  [ f'
(;)
g
is a subset of P
c
with prex bounded by l and K. More
specically, this set can be partitioned into 
r
and 
K
:
 
K
consists of '
(;)
as well as those dened in (1)
and (2). These constraints are bounded by l and
K.
 
r
consists of the constraints specied in (3) and
(4), which are not bounded by l andK. In addition,
for any  2 
r
, the prex of , pf(), is either
l  b   or l. In particular, if pf() = l, then  is the
constraint given in (4).
The lemma below shows that this encoding is a re-
duction from the word problem for (nite) monoids.
Theorem 5.2 follows from this lemma and Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 5.4: In the context of M
+
, for all ;  2 ?

0
,

0
j= (; ) i  j=

1
'
(;)
, (a)

0
j=
f
(; ) i  j=
(f;
1
)
'
(;)
. (b)
*
*
*
*
*
K
r
a b
l
l1 ln
α
Figure 4: The structure G in the proof of Lemma 5.4
The proof of this lemma uses the following property
of 
1
: For any G 2 U(
1
), there are unique vertices
o
l
; o
K
in G such that G j= l(r
G
; o
l
) ^ K(o
l
; o
K
). In
addition, if G j= , then o
l
= o
K
. This holds due to the
type constraint (
1
). A structure satisfying (
1
)
and  must have the form shown in Figure 4. Unlike
in semistructured data, here  j=

1
'
(;)
is no longer
equivalent to 
K
j=

1
'
(;)
. That is, 
r
interacts
with 
K
j=

1
'
(;)
. We do not include the proof of
this lemma due to the lack of space. The interested
reader should see [10] for a detailed proof.
It should be mentioned that the proof of Theorem 5.1
is not applicable here. Note that the structure H shown
in Figure 3 is not in U(
1
), because of type constraint
(
1
).
6 Conclusion
Two forms of constraints have been proposed separately
for specifying semantics of XML data, namely, type con-
straints [6, 17, 19] and path constraints [4, 9]. In this
paper, we have investigated their interaction. We have
demonstrated that adding a type system may in some
cases simplify the analysis of path constraint implica-
tion, and in other cases make it harder. More speci-
cally, we have studied how P
c
constraints introduced in
[9] interact with two type systems. One of the type sys-
tems, M
+
, is an object-oriented model similar to those
studied in [2, 3, 11]. It supports classes, records and
sets. The other, M, is a restriction of M
+
. On the
one hand, we have shown that the implication and -
nite implication problems for P
c
are undecidable in the
context of semistructured data, but they become not
only decidable in cubic-time but also nitely axiomati-
zable when a type of M is added. On the other hand,
we have also shown that the implication and nite im-
plication problems for local extent constraints, which
constitute a fragment of P
c
, are decidable in PTIME in
the untyped context. However, when a type of M
+
is
imposed, these problems become undecidable.
Other results established in the full paper. Due
to the lack of space, several results reported in [10] are
not included in this paper. Below we mention some of
them. We encourage the reader to consult [10].
Recall P
w
(K) described in Section 4.1. Similarly,
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(nite) implication problem (nite) implication problem (nite) implication problem
for P
w
() for local extent constraints for P
c
semistructured undecidable decidable (PTIME) undecidable
data model
object-oriented decidable (cubic-time) decidable (cubic-time) decidable (cubic-time)
model M
object-oriented undecidable undecidable undecidable
model M
+
object-oriented undecidable undecidable undecidable
model M
+
f
Table 1: The main results of the paper
given a path , P
w
() is dened to be a generalization
of the class of word constraints as follows. For each
 2 P
w
, where  = 8x ((r; x)! (r; x)), let
( ; ) = 8x ((r; x)! 8 y ((x; y)! (x; y))):
Then P
w
() is dened by
P
w
() = P
w
[ f( ; ) j  2 P
w
g:
Theorem 6.1: In the context of M
+
, the implication
and nite implication problems for P
w
() and therefore,
for P
c
, are undecidable.
Another object-oriented model, M
+
f
, was also stud-
ied in [10]. This model is the same as M
+
except that
it supports nite sets instead of sets. The major dif-
ference between M
+
and M
+
f
is described as follows.
For any schema  in M
+
, the set of structures satis-
fying the type constraint (), U(), is denable in
rst-order logic. In contrast, for a schema  in M
+
f
,
U() may not be rst order denable. As a result, the
equivalence of the implication problem and the nite
implication problem for path constraints in M
+
f
does
not necessarily lead to the decidability of these prob-
lems.
It was shown in [10] that the results developed for
M
+
also hold for M
+
f
. The proofs of some of these
results, however, are quite dierent from the analogous
proofs for M
+
for the reason mentioned above.
Theorem 6.2: In the context of M
+
f
, the implication
and nite implication problems for P
w
(), for P
c
, and
for local extent constraints are all undecidable.
The main results of [10] are summarized in Table 1.
Further research. It would be interesting to study
the interaction between path constraints and less strict
type systems such as the object relational data model.
To include path constraints in XML documents to
specify the semantics of the data, it is important to
have a path constraint syntax that conforms to XML
and XML DTD [7]. In [10], we oered a preliminary
proposal. To describe in this syntax external links such
as those studied in [21], much more remains to be done.
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